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TROON PRIMARY SCHOOL & EYC 
 CURRICULAR MAP – TERM 1  

PRIMARY 2 
 Mrs Johnstone and Mrs McCall/ Miss Weatherston 

LITERACY NUMERACY & MATHS 

Spelling - A sound will be taught each week with an initial sound and Tricky 

Words. These will be listed in our Literacy Homework jotter to learn at home. 

Throughout the week the children will be given opportunities to learn these using 

a range of active spelling activities. 

Reading - The stories in Story World and Bug Club will be read throughout the 

term. Characters and events in the story will be discussed with comprehension 

activities in class. We will be working hard on reading with fluency and 

expression as well as discussing our favourite characters. 

Writing - Writing will be taught through the stories of Katie Morag. We will learn 

how to write descriptions of characters and use WOW words and sentence 

openers, show information and write about our feelings. 

Letter formation, building sentences and using our Tricky Words will be a huge 

focus across our Literacy. 

 

We are focussing on Number Processes, properties of 2D shape and mental 

maths activities this term. We will be using a wide range of concrete materials 

such as ten frames, number beads, cubes and rekenreuks to further develop 

knowledge and understanding of each. 

Mental Maths - strategies to use for quick recall of number bonds, word problems 

and class Number Talks (discussion of strategies used and how to make a 

number). 

Numeracy Blueprint Boards - using 10 frames,100 number square, number lines. 

Addition and Subtraction within 20 - quick recall of number bonds, finding the 

link between addition and subtraction, finding the missing number and using 

words for addition and subtraction, e.g. sum of, find the difference etc. 

Numbers to 100 - counting to 100, finding the number before, after, between, 2 

more, 2 less etc and writing numbers in words. 

2D Shape - naming 2D shapes, sides, corners, edges and angles. 

SOCIAL STUDIES OTHER CLASS INFORMATION 

Our topic this term is Katie Morag. Listening and talking skills through both class 

and group discussion about characters and events in the stories will be 

developed. The children will be encouraged to share their own feelings and 

opinions and personal experiences relating to a selection of stories. We will talk 

about our feelings and emotions and ways in which we can help one another 

to build on our inner resilience when faced with challenges. 
The children will create the Isle of Struay working collaboratively in groups and 

pairs and create an island using symbols on maps. We will learn about islands in 

Scotland, the Inner and Outer Hebrides and the Isle of Coll and compare how 

different island life is to living in a town. 

Katie Morag is a wonderful topic used to explore sketching using line and 

pattern, looking at shells and seaside life, painting portraits using watercolours 

and a wide variety of art and craft activities using different media. 

Health and Wellbeing – P.E 

We have PE twice a week in the large gym hall and the small gym on a 

Tuesday and a Friday.  We have access to the grass area outdoors on a 

Wednesday afternoon, weather permitting.  Please bring a gym kit with a pair 

of gym shoes and shorts to keep in class. These should be kept in a bag which 

is clearly labelled with your name and class.   

Science         

We will be learning about the function of the skeleton. We will make models 

and identify the correct names of some bones e.g. skull, spine, pelvis etc. 

We will learn how to show the parts of the bone through displaying information 

on a diagram and the important job of our blood cells. 

Music 

We have music with Mr Paterson on a Thursday afternoon. We will be learning 

about rhyme and rhythm and using percussion and our voice in different ways. 
 


